
Medicine 511 

Xiao Chen slept soundly this night. 

When he woke up, it was already three times in the morning. 

Just as he opened the door of the medical school, he saw Aunt Wang staring at himself with a fierce 

face, "why don't you open the door at night? Do you know that the young lady has come once. She 

asked me not to disturb you and said that you entered the patrol room yesterday." 

"Cloud clothes? Where has she gone?" 

Xiao Chen felt sorry. He never overslept. What's going on? 

"What are you looking at? Open the door?" Aunt Wang kicked the iron fence with her foot. 

Xiao Chen opened the chain. 

As soon as Aunt Wang opened the iron fence, she came up and pushed him away. Aunt Wang, who had 

just entered the house, smelled it with her nose. 

"What's the smell? How smelly“ 

Xiao Chen didn't think so. After she said this, I smelled it. It really had a faint fishy smell. 

He went to his shop. 

"This...?" Aunt Wang also came up, looked and pointed to Xiao Chen's floor: "you, why are you such a 

big crowd wetting the bed?" 

Xiao Chen looked at the yellow things on the bedding. He knew it was not his own bed wetting, but 

impurities from the body's endocrine. 

These things are actually toxins in the body. 

He hurriedly took a deep breath and felt that it went directly into the sick pulse at Dantian. 

Then a trace of true Qi was released. 

It seems that my pulse has improved a little. 

"Aunt Wang, I bought this breakfast." Xia yunshang came in and handed the breakfast she had bought to 

Aunt Wang. 

”Thank you, miss. "Aunt Wang took it and went straight to the back and enjoyed it by herself. 

When Xia yunshang saw that Xiao Chen was tidying up her floor, she scanned her eyes. When she saw 

the yellow spots on Xiao Chen's bedding, she was also stunned. 

Xiao Chen turned to look at her and said with some embarrassment, "it's not what you think." 

"Whatever you want, alas“ 

Xia yunshang's sigh made Xiao Chen petrified. 

Embarrassing! 



Then there was a brake sound outside the door. 

Staff officer Wang came in from the outside. 

He walked up to Xiao Chen with a worried look on his face and said, "doctor Xiao, don't fold the quilt. 

My old man was fine in the morning, but he just drank a sip of water and fainted. He hasn't woken up 

yet. Come and have a look with me?" 

Seeing that he said so, Xiao Chen could only look at Xia yunshang and said, "yunshang, I...?" 

Staff Wang quickly smiled and nodded at Xia yunshang and said, "sorry, doctor Xia, I didn't see you. I 

won't bother you if you're busy. However, I'll pick up your husband." 

Xia yunshang couldn't say anything, so he could only smile and nod his head and say, "go. “ 

Xiao Chen had his wife's consent, so he followed staff officer Wang out of the medical school. 

"Doctor Xiao, your wife is really strict in tutoring?" 

Staff Wang looked at Xiao Chen, as if the redundant son-in-law of the Xia family didn't care about this. 

"In fact, doctor Xiao really doesn't need to be so angry in this summer's family. My battalion commander 

said last time. You can recommend you to the hospital of the division headquarters. If you don't want to 

go, you can follow the battalion commander and be his full-time family doctor." 

Xiao Chen still didn't speak. 

Staff Wang knows Xiao Chen's temper. If he doesn't want to do something, he can force it with a gun. 

No way. 

The car now drove into the Wang's house. 

Staff member Wang is also a big family in Binjiang. Old man Wang used to be a local squire and has a 

great position, so staff member Wang can go to the military academy abroad. 

Now, in order to take care of the old man, staff officer Wang stayed under the hand of Li bearded and 

became a staff officer. It is reasonable to say that his knowledge is to go to Zhao Tianqi's hand for a job, 

which is not a problem. 

In North Korea, there are not many people who can be appreciated by Zhao Tianqi, so Li bearded should 

also give some thin noodles to staff Wang. 

The car stopped in front of a three story white jade building, and the servant opened the door. 

Xiao Chen came from the car. This is his first time to come. In fact, he could have come last night, but 

because the staff officer Wang is afraid of the inside. I can only go to the moon tower. 

However, after this night, it seems that staff officer Wang is really shaking up the wind. 

"Husband, are you back?" 

Xiao Chen heard a whiny voice inside the door. Then a fragrance came out of it. The man had not arrived 

yet, and the perfume asked him to come out first. 



He looked too far. 

I saw a woman in a pink Nightgown walking out of the main door. She looked at Xiao Chen and saw a 

streamer in the woman's eyes. 

Xiao Chen decided in her heart that it was staff member Wang's wife. 

This look seems to have explained that staff member Wang once said that his wife's desire is hard to 

settle, and the requirements in which aspect are very strong. This look is the best explanation of this 

situation. 

It's no wonder that the staff committee of Wang was poisoned by taking drugs to help the fun. Which 

kind of tiger and wolf medicine often has great side effects. 

Fortunately, there is him. Otherwise, the man's ability will not be there. The most important thing is that 

life will soon die. 

In fact, these are not given by the present Mrs. Wang. 

"Husband, who is this?" 

Xiao Chen nodded slightly. 

"The son-in-law of Xia family medical school, doctor Xiao Chen and doctor Xiao." 

"Doctor Xiao? Isn't that the silly uncle?" 

When the woman finished, she looked up and down at Xiao Chen unexpectedly and said, "this man 

looks a little dull." 

Staff member Wang waved his hand and said, "don't say that. Doctor Xiao has excellent medical skills. I 

invited him to treat my father today." 

"Oh, father hasn't been waking up since you went out. Mother and aunt are watching inside?" 

Staff Wang was about to take Xiao Chen in, but Mrs Wang took her husband and said, "husband, wait a 

minute." 

"What's up?" 

"My aunt just found Dr. Zhong of longevity hall, and now she is seeing her father inside." 

"Did she find someone to see her father?" 

Staff Wang frowned and said, "I don't know what her heart is. How can a man have such a good heart if 

he wants his father to die right away?" 

"Husband, the miracle doctor Zhong is said to be very powerful. I think he was just giving his father 

acupuncture." 

Staff Wang hurriedly pulled Xiao Chen and said, "doctor Xiao, come in with me. My aunt must have no 

kindness." 



Xiao Chen didn't know about the Wang family and didn't want to join in. However, listening to the words 

of staff Wang, it seemed that the aunt was at odds with him. 

He followed staff member Wang into the building. In front of a main room on the second floor, staff 

member Wang opened the door and strode in. 

"Who wants to give my father acupuncture?" 

His voice stunned a 50-year-old man standing in front of the bed. 

"Oh, Haomin, you've come back. I just went to ask doctor Zhong of longevity hall. He said that the 

master was confused by phlegm. He just needed acupuncture and blood and took a dose of his powder 

to cure the disease." 

Staff Wang stared at his aunt, then looked at the man she called doctor Zhong and said, "I asked doctor 

Xiao. Please wait a moment and wait until doctor Xiao has seen it and decide on the treatment plan." 

The doctor Zhong was slightly stunned and said, "doctor Xiao." 

He looked at Xiao Chen standing at the door. 

Suddenly he sneered and said, "are you talking about the silly son-in-law of the Xia family?" 

 


